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Abstract: The existing body of knowledge in sustainability assessment of manufacturing indicates
that although extensive research is going on, significant shortcomings remain unsolved. In this
paper, the specific needs of a new sustainability assessment system are discussed. Systems
thinking is suggested as an alternative to the reductionist approach which is commonly applied
to sustainability assessment. Although previous research has recognized the potential of systems
thinking applied to sustainability assessment, few practical examples have been demonstrated.
Therefore, this article focuses on a practical application of systems thinking to the development of a
sustainability assessment system of a manufacturing organization. A framework for development is
proposed employing systems thinking. It is suggested that systems thinking reveals several aspects
usually not addressed by the reductionist approaches. It is demonstrated that a combination of
tools like analysis of multiple viewpoints, conceptagon, seven samurai, and model-based systems
engineering can enhance a development of a suitable assessment systems.
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1. Introduction

Sustainability assessment is an essential means to promote sustainable development.
An extensive research has been carried out on sustainability assessment discourses and pluralism of
sustainable development and sustainability assessment, e.g., [1–4]. The plural nature of sustainability
assessment has led to a variety of sustainability assessment approaches and tools, see e.g., [5–7].

Despite the growing interest in application of sustainability assessment in the manufacturing
and a great number of developed assessment tools (e.g., [8–12]), only few of them have been used by
manufacturing companies. One of the reasons is that sustainability assessment tools may appear too
theoretical and abstract [9,13], or too technical and complicated for manufacturing companies [14–16].
Researchers attempt to create the ideal assessment tool, whereas manufacturers do not know from
where to start their journey toward sustainability, causing a gap between the two communities.
In addition, some of the existing frameworks for indicators are aimed at external reporting, rather
than providing valuable information for internal decision makers [17]. This focus only on external
reporting may create a barrier to use the assessment since the output value is not in balance with
the resources required to use the tool, especially if the resources are scarce. As a result, companies
are not willing to spend the amount of resources required for employing tools such as life cycle
assessment, environmental impact assessment, life cycle costing, process energy analysis, social life
cycle assessment, and cost-benefit analysis [18–21]. Most of these tools are resource intensive and only
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address one or two sustainability aspects. Thus, manufacturing organizations may find it difficult to
choose the appropriate tool or combination of tools. Especially if the outcome of the assessment
is inconclusive when it comes to establishing the “optimal” assessment method for manufacturing
companies. On one side, researchers aim to ensure fulfillment of all scientific requirements, e.g.,
intergenerational equity, and consideration of the normative nature of sustainability [19], on the other
side, manufacturing companies have needs and expectations that might differ from the scientific ones.
Thus, sustainability assessments must provide a balance between different types of requirements.

In addition, seeing manufacturing as a “system of systems” brings in additional sources of
complexity which the sustainability assessment tool has to deal with. Unfortunately, most of the
existing assessment tools are incapable of capturing the complexity of manufacturing. Moldavska and
Welo [22] have analyzed the applicability of existing sustainability assessment tools in manufacturing
and concluded that a tool—which identifies specific problems in the company based on reliable
information with limited resources while addressing three pillars of sustainability with meaningful
normalization, weighting, and aggregation procedure—is still lacking.

Due to problems that manufacturing organizations face while trying to adapt an assessment
tool to their specific business context, we emphasize a need to focus on a “sustainability assessment
system”. Often developers of sustainability assessment tools focus on the tool by itself and not on its
application capabilities. Thus, applicability of an assessment tool can be increased by considering the
environment in which the tool will be used. Here, “sustainability assessment system” is defined as a
system that addresses a manufacturing organization and provides valuable input to decision-makers
regarding sustainable development (Figure 1). The term “sustainability assessment system” is used
to define any analytical technique, e.g., guideline, algorithm or software, and people involved
in data collection and communication with decision makers. An assessment system differs from
an assessment process—the broad steps taken to undertake an assessment—and an assessment
tool—analytical techniques employed within the process [1].
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One of the more recent researches into sustainability assessment points out that traditional
sustainability assessments based upon linear cause-and-effect thinking are inadequate [23].
Thus, an alternative approach should be identified. A systems approach or systemic mindset has been
propounded to address a complex sustainability concept instead of a reductionist one, e.g., [2,23].
However, according to Grace and Pope [23], beyond the largely conceptual contributions to recognize
the potential of a system approach to sustainability assessment, relatively little has been done to
incorporate systems thinking into sustainability assessment—and even fewer practical examples have
been demonstrated. Grace and Pope argue that the full potential of systems thinking is constrained by
a lack of skills within the assessment community in employing systems tools, as well as by ambiguity
about the concept of sustainability and the goals of the assessment. In addition, Bell and Morse [2]
emphasize that such an alternative approach “becomes terribly difficult”.
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The primary driver for this research is the need to overcome challenges and shortcomings of
the current sustainability assessments in manufacturing. The secondary driver is the conclusion of
one of the latest research conducted by Grace and Pope [23]. The authors conclude that although
application of system-based methods to sustainability assessment is in its infancy, the employment
of these methods is one of the opportunities in future direction for sustainability assessment. Thus,
we aim at exploring this opportunity as a means to overcome shortcomings of current sustainability
assessments. The objective of this article is to show how developers of sustainability assessments
may incorporate ideas of systems thinking into a sustainability assessment of a manufacturing
organization. To achieve this objective, we will briefly review the nature of sustainability assessment
first (Section 2). Second, we will emphasize the need for a new sustainability assessment by reviewing
shortcomings of existing sustainability assessment tools (Section 3). Third, we review the underlying
ideas of systems thinking and discuss how sustainability assessment may benefit from systems
thinking (Section 4). Then we propose a framework for development of sustainability assessment
and demonstrate how the use of each tool (multiple views analysis, conceptagon, seven samurai, and
model-based systems engineering) enables incorporation of systems thinking ideas into sustainability
assessment (Section 5).

2. Sustainability Assessment

Although the terms “sustainable development” and “sustainability assessment” are widely
used, each is interpreted in a variety of ways. The lack of consensus on what sustainable development
is has been addressed by researchers. For example, Pope et al. [1] outlined four discourses: (1) the
pragmatic integration of development and environmental goals; (2) the idea of limitations on human
activities; (3) a process of directed change or transition; and (4) enhancing resilience and justice.
Similarly, Hopwood et al. [3] have mapped different views within the sustainable development
debate, e.g., status quo, reform and transformation approaches, strong and weak sustainability.
Bell and Morse [2] have studied a diversity of viewpoints on the meaning of sustainability and
emphasized the need to accommodate this diversity rather than seek to remove it. However,
diverse interpretations of sustainable development concept determine the pluralism of sustainability
assessment. Bond et al. [4] stress that the ecological, social, political and cultural pluralism provides
a plural context for sustainability assessment. Moreover, Cashmore and Kørnøv [24] outline
two dimensions of plurality; plurality of theoretical perspectives on sustainability assessment and
plurality of stakeholders with multiple perspectives. Due to the plurality of sustainability assessment,
“no single, definitive and globally agreed sustainability assessment process is likely to emerge beyond
some basic steps” [25]. However, according to Marsden et al. [26], an incomplete definition of
sustainability assessments leads to inability of current methods to capture the full range of concerns.
Diversity of viewpoints on what sustainability assessment is and how to perform it have led to a vast
number of sustainability assessments. The term “sustainability assessment” is used as an umbrella for
different procedures, practices, processes, methodologies, methods, frameworks, and tools that focus
on measuring or promoting sustainability at different levels, e.g., country, city, and organization.
Existing definitions of sustainability assessment include:

‚ “the process that directs decision-making towards sustainability” [27];
‚ “a process that aims to integrate sustainability issues into decision-making by identifying

sustainability impacts, but also by fostering sustainability objectives to be achieved” [28];
‚ “an important tool to aid in the shift towards sustainability . . . and a process by which the

implications of an initiative on sustainability are evaluated, where the initiative can be a
proposed or existing policy, plan, programme, project, piece of legislation, or a current practice
or activity” [6];

‚ “a tool that can help decision-makers and policy-makers decide what actions they should take
and should not take in an attempt to make society more sustainable” [29];
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‚ “the tool that can help decision and policymakers select which actions are to be taken to make
society more sustainable” [30].

A variety of sustainability assessment approaches exists and researchers have developed
different categorization frameworks to systematize these approaches (Table 1). In addition, a
framework for comparing sustainability assessment processes and evaluating the effectiveness of
the assessment have been developed by Bond et al. [4]. The framework includes six criteria—procedural
effectiveness, substantive effectiveness, transactive effectiveness, pluralism, knowledge and
learning,—which reflect a variety of sustainability assessment functions for decision-making.

Table 1. Categorization of sustainability assessment approaches.

Paper Categorization Dimensions Approaches to Sustainability Assessment

Ness et al. [5] - Temporal focus (retrospective,
prospective, or both).

- Object of focus of the assessment
(spatial or product level).

‚ Indicators/Indices (non-integrated,
regional flow indicators, integrated).

‚ Product-related assessment (life
cycle costing, product material flow
analysis, product energy analysis,
life cycle assessment).

‚ Integrated assessment (conceptual
modeling, system dynamics,
multi/criteria analysis, risk analysis,
uncertainty analysis, vulnerability
analysis, cost/benefit analysis,
impact assessment).

Pope et al. [6] - Baseline-driven
integrated assessment.

- Objective-led integrated assessment.
- Assessment for sustainability.

Pope et al. [1] based on [6] - Baseline-driven
integrated assessment.

- Objective-led integrated assessment.
- Contribution to sustainability.

Videira et al. [7] based on [6] - Baseline-driven
integrated assessment.

- Objective-led integrated assessment.
- Integrated sustainability assessment.

Wiek and Binder [31] - Normative dimension.
- Systemic dimension.
- Procedural dimension.

Pope et al. [1] - Underpinning
sustainability discourse.

- Representation of sustainability
within the assessment process.

- Decision-making context.

Huge et al. [32] - Discourse 1: “sustainable
development as integration“.

- Discourse 2: “sustainable
development as limits“.

- Discourse 3: “sustainable
development as change“.

Hacking and Guthrie [33] - The comprehensiveness of the
sustainable development coverage.

- The degree of “integration“ of the
techniques and themes.

- The extent to which a strategic
perspective is adopted.

The purpose of sustainability assessment has been widely discussed and different opinions
exist. Bell and Morse have raised a concern, that by attempts to quantify sustainability “we end up
measuring things that can be measured and not things that should be measured” [2]. Moreover, Grace
and Pope [23] point out that a sustainability assessment should address the goal of sustainability, e.g.,
enduring human wellbeing. Waas et al. [34], who have extended the focus of sustainability assessment
from a support to decision makers to a learning and participation support tool, outlined four purposes
of sustainability assessment:
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‚ Information generation for decision-making;
‚ Operationalization and forum for participation, debate and deliberation;
‚ Social learning;
‚ Structuring complexity.

3. The Need for a New Sustainability Assessment Tool

In this section, challenges and shortcomings of sustainability assessment tools are reviewed
as well as the need for a new sustainability assessment tool and a potential for improvements
are illustrated.

According to Pope et al. [6], although a sustainability assessment is important to aid a shift in
practices, very few examples of effective assessment processes can be found. According to Grace
and Pope [23], a traditional sustainability assessment based upon linear cause-and-effect thinking
is inadequate. The authors state that an ideal form of a sustainability assessment would be a
comprehensive assessment that spans over all pillars of sustainability, fully connected in terms of
the covered themes and techniques used, and forward-looking. Such tool does not exist at present,
though. The triple bottom line representation of sustainability with its list of indicators brings the
following challenges to the table: how to integrate the separate categories and pillars, and how
to manage trade-offs within these processes? These two challenges are the key research drivers
in finding an alternative approach to sustainability assessment. The knowledge and shortcomings
associated with sustainability assessments have been identified through a literature review and are
presented below. The identified shortcomings are divided into two categories: methodology behind
a tool, and implementation of a tool.

3.1. Shortcomings: Methodology behind a Tool

Due to the pluralism inherent in the sustainable development concept, different definitions
of sustainable manufacturing has been proposed, e.g., [13]. Some authors stress the need for
establishing a clear understanding of sustainable manufacturing [35]. Others argue that it is
necessary to move from trying to identify sustainable manufacturing toward developing tools for
measuring achievements [36]. Due to little consensus as to how to define and measure sustainable
manufacturing [36], every assessment tool represents an individual view and approach. A number
and a variety of indicators also indicate that no consensus exist on how to assess sustainable
manufacturing [14,16,35–38]. The variety of assessment tools is driven by different approaches to
sustainability assessment—sustainability criteria, meaning that each assessment presents different
sustainability performance [39]. Moreover, limited consensus exists on a reasonable taxonomy of
sustainability metrics [40]. As a result, a company may achieve high sustainability performance
according to one assessment and low performance according to another. Thus, contradictory
strategies for how to improve sustainability performance can be established due to the compositions
and interpretations of the indicators [35].

There is an ongoing discussion among researchers regarding selection of indicators and metrics.
Some authors argue that it is not possible to rely on ready-made sets of indicators due to severe
gaps for some areas, such as land use, and comparison between renewable and non-renewable
resources [41]. Ameta et al. [42] concur that the definitions of key sustainability metrics are
inconsistent and business-specific. Others state that it is better to focus on a small widely applicable
set of sustainability metrics rather than to include a full set of industry-specific metrics [43]. Veleva
and Ellenbecker [37] argue that “while the number of sustainability indicators in the literature is
growing, none of them advances the understanding of corporate sustainability”. Taisch et al. [39]
support their viewpoint by stating that a set of comprehensive indicators for sustainability assessment
is still lacking. According to Ameta et al. [42], metrics that would be uniformly defined and globally
harmonized are clearly missing. There is no standard approach for developing indicator sets as
every new tool defines sets that overlap with existing ones. When taking into account a number of
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scattered indicators and metrics for different organizational levels and different sustainability aspects,
it is essential to employ a set of interconnected indicators appropriate for analyzing performance of
a complex socio-technical system. However, a holistic approach to sustainability and visibility of
relationships between metrics/indicators are still missing [44]. An appropriate choice of indicators
is one of the essential parts of a sustainability assessment. Optimization of one component of the
system due to the set of indicators may lead to sub-optimization of the system [45]. Some researchers
stress that many indicator sets focus on a too limited scope of sustainability and fail to capture the
entire system perspective, see e.g., [46]. While others emphasize a plural nature of sustainability
assessment see e.g., [1,4], meaning that a fixed set of indicators cannot address this pluralism.
Although it is clearly important to address this interrelated complexity of sustainability assessments,
many existing solutions focus on separate subsystems (production, product development, work-cell,
etc.) or problems (energy efficiency, CO2 reduction, recycling, etc.). Sub-optimization within the
organization can also be caused by the choice of assessment level (product, process, or activity).
If the assessment tool focuses explicitly on production, product development, or logistics, the rest
of the organization may be affected by decisions made without fully considering the implications. In
other words, many sustainability assessment tools often miss a holistic perspective. In addition, few,
if any, assessment tools have a holistic view on couplings and interrelationships between activities,
hence failing to assess the company as a system [22].

A company commonly selects appropriate sustainability indicators based on strategy or type of
business. Thus, different companies aim to achieve different values and sustainability performance;
for example, “even when a company use experts to select the right set of indicators, this step
is subjective as selection of the right set of indicators depends on many factors”, according to
Joung et al. [35]. Another reason why different companies try to achieve different sustainability
performance is specific benchmarking values. For instance, the benchmarking value of an indicator
can be based on past performance of the company, a particular standard, the amount of reduction
required in a specific period [35], a defined target, or similar manufacturing systems [47].

There are several other shortcomings associated with sustainability assessment tools. First, it is
difficult “to identify current measurable indicators that point to sustainability” since sustainability
is associated with the future while indicators measure the present [48]. Second, “sustainability
indicators in fact are calculating by gauging, comparing, correlating these quantities during a
specified period of time, blind to the dynamics of the manufacturing processes in that period
of time” [47]. Moreover, it is not an easy task to compare and correlate different indicators.
Paju et al. [14] argue that one of the challenges is that different types of indicators use different
reference units (work cycle, yearly production volume, days, product, etc.). In addition, researchers
indicate that three spheres of sustainability have not received equal attention during sustainability
assessment, and how to measure the social dimension remains a major problem in recent research [36].
The social dimension is usually the least covered sustainability pillar, although some efforts
have been done to incorporate the social dimension into assessment [44,49]. In contrast, other
researchers emphasize the need to consider an integrated sustainability assessment and do not
separate sustainability into three pillars, see e.g., [23]. Integrated sustainability assessment have been
discussed by Gibson [50], who stressed the need to consider sustainability as an integrative concept
instead of addressing three pillars separately. Gibson argued that this might be achieved by designing
sustainability assessment “more aggressively as an integrative process”.

3.2. Shortcomings: Implementation of a Tool

Sustainability assessment tools are usually resource intensive, and the more comprehensive
assessment tools require significant time for data collection. Some researchers relate this to the
existence of a gap between theory and practices [39]. In addition, many existing sustainability
assessment methods require multi-disciplinary, in-depth knowledge for implementation (AHP, fuzzy
logic, value stream mapping, discrete event system, etc.), which may be lacking in many companies.
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Manufacturing companies are facing the challenge of identifying appropriate assessment tools
due to their variety and difference between the indicators. The existence of many indicator sets has
created confusion when a manufacturing company attempts to select a suitable tool [35]. In addition,
a variety of issues can affect the applicability of assessment tools. Moldavska and Welo [22] provide
a list of challenges related to applicability of sustainability assessment tools: (1) assessment tools
may provide a too general or too site-specific approach; (2) may be too theoretical and complicated;
(3) point out problems at too general level; (4) lack reliability of the result (e.g., due to subjectivity
during an aggregation and weighting procedures); (5) lack in addressing case company’s context;
and (6) focus mainly on external reporting.

An assessment tool usually has the ambition to evaluate current sustainability performance,
allowing a company to make a decision regarding future possible improvements. However, the
literature review indicates that the link between sustainability assessment and sustainability practices
is still lacking [22]. The main reason is that assessments often focus on external reporting. Moreover,
the same sustainability practice may not fit two companies with the same problem. There is, however,
recent and ongoing research work in this field. Fischer et al. [51] presented a method for selecting
solutions for improving energy efficiency based on the assessment of the current situation in the
company. Despeisse et al. [52] link an assessment of manufacturing process resource flows with
manufacturing tactics. This approach should guide manufacturers to contribute to sustainability
through the factory modeling, resource flow analysis, and improvement opportunities identification.

The common denominator for all the problems presented above is the complexity of
manufacturing organizations and sustainability concept. What to assess, i.e., which part of the
company, and how to assess, i.e., criteria, are the main questions that must be carefully addressed
by a future assessment tool. Any manufacturing company is a dynamic “system of systems” with a
high degree of complexity. Additional sources of complexity are different assessment levels (product,
process, company, etc.), different sustainability dimensions (social, economic, and environmental),
different perspectives, and different time references [47].

3.3. Lessons Learned

Although many shortcomings exist, this is what drives researchers to explore better solutions.
Research made during the last years has yielded good progress. The following review is by no means
complete and gives only a brief overview of the present progress.

A conceptual manufacturing ecosystem model, proposed by Despeisse et al. [53], allows a better
understanding of manufacturing complexity and interactions between manufacturing operations,
facilities, and buildings. Although the model is limited to factory level and environmental issues,
this particular approach allows identification of improvements through a structured sustainability
assessment. Chen et al. [11] proposed an approach to the development of a sustainability
assessment model that can provide decision support for improvements. The model is built upon
three modules—sustainability framework, factory model, and indicator framework—which are
connected through connection matrices. Lanz et al. [44], who emphasized that relationships between
metrics/indicators are still missing, developed a set of interconnected indicators for analyzing the
performance of a socio-technical system. The authors point out that a visualization of cause-effect
relationships between qualitative and quantitative indicators can facilitate the development process
in the company. Fantini et al. [47] presented a framework for key performance indicators built on
only a few main indicators that allow capturing the whole eco-factory performance. This work
contributes to a possible performance management system that can enable a systematic assessment
of manufacturing behavior from different viewpoints. This assessment can facilitate identification
of root cause analysis of the performance and further identification of improvements. In addition, a
few researchers have started exploring the potential of employing systems thinking to sustainability
assessment. Some of these works are presented in Section 4.2.
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Moreover, the importance of existing sustainability assessment tools should not be
overshadowed by the existing shortcomings. The systems thinking concept to be discussed below
incorporates analysis, synthesis, and inquiry, which are all of the same importance. In the analysis,
the system of interest is taken apart and is understood from the behavior of its components.
The great number of existing sustainability assessment tools has contributed to the analysis of
manufacturing organizations through the development of criteria, indicators, and metrics for
different manufacturing components as well as for different sustainability aspects. An extensive
amount of work has been done and what is needed now is to synthesize these achievements and
develop a more unified solution through a systemic investigation.

4. Systems Thinking and Sustainability Assessment

In this section, the concept of systems thinking and its main ideas are presented (Section 4.1)
as well as a review of research that focus on the application of systems thinking to sustainability
assessment (Section 4.2). The appropriateness of the incorporation of systems thinking ideas into
sustainability assessment is demonstrated.

4.1. Defining Thinking

Systems thinking is both a worldview and a process. It is beneficial both for understanding and
developing a system, and for solving complex problems. Richmond [54] defined systems thinking
as “the art and science to make reliable inferences about a behavior by developing an increasingly
deep understanding of underlying structures”. A similar definition is given by Senge [55], “systems
thinking is a discipline for seeing wholes... for seeing the ‘structures’ that underline complex
situations”. Systems thinking can be presented through the three interrelated elements: synthesis,
analysis, and inquiry (Figure 2). Important contributions to the development of systems thinking as
a research field have been done by Ludwig von Bertalanffy, Ross Ashby, and Jay Forrester [56].
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Sustainability assessment can benefit from the application of systems thinking ideas. In order
to assess a manufacturing organization, sustainability assessment should capture the behavior of
the organization. The manufacturing organization is a complex system that is more than the sum
of the parts. Its emergent behavior is determined not by a behavior of each part but by the
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interactions between them. Systems thinking is an approach to understand an emergent behavior
of a system by focusing on the whole, expressing it in terms of the interacting parts that contribute
to the behavior. A system’s behavior is determined by the underlying structure of the system.
However, in order to understand the behavior of manufacturing, one should look at organization
as whole—consisting of employees, culture, processes, strategy, technologies, etc., with myriads
of non-linear interconnections, delays, and feedbacks. Analysis of isolated parts and a structure
only cannot provide understanding of the manufacturing behavior. Systems thinking acknowledges
strong interactions between components of the system and unintended consequences that may result
from these interactions. A behavior of a complex system is not a result of the linear cause and effect
relations, but dynamic interactions between different systems’ components. Dynamic interactions are
defined by (1) delays, i.e., differences in time between actions and its consequences; (2) non-linearity,
i.e., one action can cause more than one consequence, and one consequence can be caused by more
than one action; (3) feedback loops, both reinforcing and counteracting, i.e., the output from one node
becomes its input [58,59]. If sustainability assessment is not able to depict such interactions, it can fail
to highlight root causes of a current sustainability performance of manufacturing.

Corrective actions based on the snapshots of the system performance fail to address the
dynamics of an organization. Senge [55] discussed real-life situations, which he calls “systems
archetypes”, that can be treated with systems thinking approach. Such situations are (1) “fixes that
fails”, i.e., a solution of the problem can cause other unintended consequences; (2) “limits to growth”,
i.e., while actions that lead to success increase the demand for more actions, there are factors that can
limit the growth; (3) “shifting the burden”, i.e., a solution applied in one part of organization may shift
the problem to another part; (4) “tragedy of commons”, i.e., optimization of a sub-system can cause
overload of the common resources; and (5) “accidental adversaries”, i.e., local optimization can cause
a sub-optimization of a collective good. These situations cannot be identified with an assessment
based on the snapshots, instead a study of manufacturing dynamics is required. Systems thinking
ideas like feedbacks, delays, non-linear relationships may assist in this.

Multiple views is another idea of systems thinking that focuses on using multiple viewpoints
instead of single viewpoint for studying a system’s behavior. Multiple viewpoints contribute to
a greater understanding of the system’s behavior [60]. This idea of systems thinking can help to
deal with the pluralism of sustainability assessment. According to Bond et al. [4], engagement of
stakeholders and consideration of different framings of assessment problems and goals can enable
integration of pluralism into sustainability assessment.

In addition, systems thinking can assist in identification of places where small changes can lead
to big results. According to Senge, “systems thinking is a discipline . . . for discerning high from
low leverage points” [55]. This aspect of systems thinking can enhance identification of actions
toward sustainability.

4.2. Applying Systems Thinking to Sustainability Assessment

Researchers have been applying systems thinking, e.g., system dynamics, to sustainability-related
issues for decades. However, an application of systems thinking to sustainability assessment
has emerged slowly in recent years. According to Sterman [59], reductionism and analysis were
tools of “machine age”, current “systems age” requires systems thinking and a holistic view
on the world. A sustainability assessment is mostly built on the triple bottom line concept and
Pressure-State-Response framework. However, these two approaches, which are based on the
reductionist thinking, have shortcomings that have been already highlighted by different researchers.
Pope et al. [6] point out that the separation of the sustainability concept into three pillars tends to
emphasize potentially competing interests instead of focusing on the linkages and interdependencies
between pillars. Moreover, Pope et al. suggest that a top-down approach to sustainability criteria
generation should be adopted; sustainability, as a state to which society aims to, drives the definition
of this state in terms of sustainability criteria. Kelly [61] criticized the Pressure-State-Response
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framework because information captured by it will tend to overlook important feedbacks and will
lead to inefficient policies. Thus, Kelly emphasizes the importance of a systems thinking approach to
decision making for sustainable development.

Due to the present shortcomings and challenges of sustainability assessment tools, a
more holistic approach to the development of sustainability assessment should be applied.
Skaržauskienė [62] points out that organization performance could be explained by competencies
of systems thinking such as process orientation, interactivity, systems logic, and dynamic thinking.
Several attempts have been made to incorporate systems thinking into sustainability assessment.
Halog and Manik [63] developed an integrated methodological framework based on systems thinking
by means of system dynamics, agent-based modeling, and network theory. The authors argue
that the integrated system modeling method will become a basis for computational-based life cycle
sustainability assessment of systems at various organizational levels. The proposed framework
can aid in exploring various “what if” scenarios and advance the transition toward sustainability.
Zhang et al. [64] adopted a systems thinking approach to examine the potential consequences
of ad-hoc engineering decisions by modeling sustainable manufacturing problems. The authors
developed causal loop diagrams for the enterprise, shop floor, and the operation levels, and
concluded that a systems thinking approach can assist enterprises in making strategic, tactical, and
operational decisions by providing a deep understanding of the manufacturing behavior. Uphoff [65]
made an extensive analysis of systems thinking application to sustainability assessment of a food
system. He stresses the importance of the system boundaries, identification of processes within
the system of interest and relationships among the processes, and dimensions along and within
the processes.

Apart from the conceptual research in applied systems thinking to sustainability assessment,
a number of practical examples have been presented. One of them is a system-based approach to
analyze the sustainability of biofuels supply chain that can enhance adaptive decision-making [66].
The authors argue that dynamic system modeling and simulation or agent-based modeling can
address shortcomings of current sustainability assessments of biofuels supply chains. Another
example is presented by Byomkesh and Blay-Palmer [67]. The researchers argue that many attempts
that have been made to assess the sustainability of food and agriculture systems are questionable since
they fail to address the interactions between sustainability dimensions and interrelationships between
different life cycle phases. Thus, they proposed to incorporate systems thinking into the assessment
of food and agriculture system sustainability. The introduced assessment framework based on
systems thinking addresses a system complexity through modeling dynamic interactions among
sustainability indicators. Systems thinking has also been applied to the sustainability assessment
of wind energy [68]. System dynamics modeling was incorporated into analysis that is a first step
to a simulator, which can help decision makers understand the dynamics associated with wind
energy sustainability, while making informed decisions. Gibson [69] has recognized the need to
consider socio-ecological system integrity. The author emphasize the importance of taking into
account non-linearity of complex system behavior for sustainability assessment. Gibson et al. [70]
applied integrated sustainability and resilience based assessments to a small-scale biodiesel project.
A development of a systems description, depicting linkages within the operation and between
the operation and the environment, was a part of a development of generic sustainability and
resilience criteria.

Grace and Pope [23], who stressed the crucial role of systems thinking for sustainability
assessments, presented a list of the differences that systems thinking applied to sustainability
assessment can provide:

‚ Overly identify “enduring well-being” as the sustainability objective;
‚ Contextualize the role of the proposed actions in terms of the necessary transition to

sustainability at the focal and global scale;
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‚ Identify the causal relationships, feedback and delay that determine the dynamics of the focal
socio-ecological system in the absence of the proposed action;

‚ Use this understanding to formulate alternative approaches to achieving the objectives of the
proposed action;

‚ Identify the possible consequences of the alternatives;
‚ Formulate the preferred solution based on the enhanced understanding of system behavior;
‚ Guide the development of an adaptive management approach whereby system changes are

monitored, the model is refined, and actions are revised in response.

The last but not least benefit provided by systems thinking is related to the identification of
actions towards sustainability. Systems thinking can facilitate actions by means of leverage points.
Leverage points are defined as places to intervene in a system such as numbers (taxes, subsidies),
buffers, material stocks and flows, delays, positive and negative feedback loops, information flows,
rules of the system, self-organization, goals of the system, the mindset out of which the goals,
rules, structure and delays arise, and transcending paradigms [71]. Since sustainability assessment
should direct decision makers in identification of actions towards sustainability [27], incorporation of
systems thinking ideas into sustainability assessment can promote an identification of leverage points
in manufacturing organization—i.e., places where a small shift in one thing can cause major changes
in everything.

Overall, this review indicates that researchers have recognized the potential of systems thinking
applied to the sustainability assessment domain. Practical examples demonstrate the advantages of
sustainability assessments that incorporates systems thinking ideas. Although several advantages
provided by systems thinking are essential, there is a need for more focused research in this area.

5. Development of Sustainability Assessment System Using the Systems Thinking

In this section, we propose a framework for development of sustainability assessment
and highlight how each tool enables incorporation of systems thinking ideas into sustainability
assessment. In addition, we present how the application of each tool can help decision makers
overcome shortcomings and address challenges of sustainability assessment. The first inspiration
for the development of a new sustainability assessment is the observed shortcomings. The second
inspiration is the evidence of the potential of using systems thinking to address complex issues
along with its ability to overcome limitations of existing sustainability assessment tools due to
the application of the reductionist approach. The framework aims at the development of the
sustainability assessment system, not a tool. While a sustainability assessment tool is any guideline,
algorithm or software to be used, an assessment system also includes people who work with data
collection and communicate with decision makers. The development of the sustainability assessment
system should be systematic and address a holistic nature of the situation. Systems thinking provides
different tools and methods from multiple areas such as operations research, systems engineering,
system dynamics, decision analysis, management science, and business process reengineering. The
development of a sustainability assessment system is proposed to employ the systems thinking
perspective (Figure 3).

Since problem definition is an entry point to applied systems thinking [57], this is the first step
of a development process. Analysis of multiple viewpoints is an essential part of systems thinking
that helps to understand the problem and potential solutions. A conceptagon framework, proposed
by Boardman et al. [72], is used for the ordered thinking about a solution to the problem—a new
sustainability assessment system. These first three processes bring additional insights into the issue.
After the issue of interest is studied in a systematic way, model-based systems engineering is applied
to find a solution through a systematic investigation.
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5.1. Problem Definition

Too often a problem statement actually addresses the symptom, rather than the root cause.
Development of sustainability assessment tools often starts with the following problem: which
criteria should be chosen for sustainability assessment? However, this is rather a symptom of
the problem than the real problem. Thus, it is important to define the actual problem to be
addressed by the development of a sustainability assessment system. In order to define the
problem that the assessment system tends to solve, the following two questions should be answered:
First, what is the sustainability assessment? Second, what is the purpose of sustainability assessment?
Based on the reviewed definitions in Section 1, a sustainability assessment can be seen as a means
that directs decision-making toward sustainability and helps to identify actions toward sustainability
based on the specific information. Correspondingly, in the case of a manufacturing company,
one of the purposes of an assessment is to support decision makers, facilitating the identification
of actions that they should undertake in attempt to contribute to sustainable development.
The main problem is to identify actions that will lead to sustainability—that is, what is wanted.
Therefore, decisions are required, and the information is needed. In addition, the result of actions
changes the information. Therefore, the problem that the sustainability assessment system tends
to address is which information can truly lead to the identification of the right actions toward
sustainability (Figure 4).
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The challenge is to choose appropriate criteria for the assessment. Which criteria should be
chosen in order to provide the information needed? A vast amount of criteria, indicators, and
metrics has been proposed, yet there is presently no unified understanding or no unified criteria of
sustainability. Many practitioners focus on sustainability performance of manufacturing and consider
sustainability assessment tools as a means to find out. Then the question is how a sustainability
assessment applied to an organization can contribute to global sustainability? Nooteboom [73]
points out that each system to survive in a large environment must keep its wholeness as well as its
“partness” of a larger system. This means that the sustainability assessment of the manufacturing
organization should contribute to global sustainability as well as keeping itself sustainable.
A manufacturing organization should then be considered as a sub-system that contributes to global
sustainability rather than focusing only on its own performance. Grace and Pope [23] question
whether a city, region, or nation can achieve sustainability in its own right, and whether the policy or
project can achieve sustainability in its own right. The authors then argue that this is the central
question to address in the development of sustainability assessments. Thus, the purposes of an
assessment can be defined as to support decision makers, facilitating the identification of actions
that they should undertake in attempt to contribute to global sustainable development. Then, the
problem which sustainability assessment tends to address and can be defined in the following way:

“Which information can truly lead to the identification of actions that will contribute to global sustainable
development?”

5.2. Analysis of Multiple Viewpoints

Analysis of multiple viewpoints can be approached through consideration of stakeholders
perspectives and analysis from the perspective of different disciplines, e.g., scientist perspective,
technologist, businessman, and sociologist [57].

Stakeholders and their characteristics have been discussed for decades [74]. According to
Freeman [75], a stakeholder is defined as “any group or individual who can affect or is affected by
the achievement of the organization’s objectives”. The identification of stakeholder viewpoints has
been recognized as an essential activity for development of sustainability assessments, e.g., [76,77].
Each stakeholder is likely to have different viewpoints representing perception of the problem and
the solution. In order to ensure that the system being developed—a sustainability assessment—meets
the needs and expectations of all stakeholders, it is critical to understand different viewpoints
and manage any conflicts and dissimilarities. Triste et al. [78], who analyzed the development
process of a sustainability assessment tool, argue that “insufficient involvement of stakeholders and
end users during the development process can lead to failure in the practical use of the tools”.
The authors conclude with the list of actions which are success factors for tool adoption—“learning
from stakeholders and end users, providing coaching for appropriate tool use, and structuring
development of different tool types and exploring spin-offs from existing tools”. Similarly,
Whitmarsh and Nykvist [79] state that a consideration of the diverse stakeholders’ perspectives is
more likely to improve the validity and applicability of the assessment. Stakeholders’ engagement in
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the development of the sustainability assessment system is realized as an opportunity for adapting
the system [80]. A unified list of the stakeholders for the sustainability assessment system does
not exist. Only few researchers focus on the identification of the stakeholders for sustainability
assessment, e.g., Lützkendorf et al. [81] analyzed the main stakeholders for sustainability assessment
methods of buildings, and Mathur et al. [77] presented the generic stakeholder categories for the
assessment of urban sustainability.

In case of development of the sustainability assessment system for manufacturing organization,
stakeholders are those who can affect or be affected by the development of the assessment system
as well as those who can affect or be affected by the use of the system. The primary stakeholders
affecting the development process are the developers, research community, and manufacturing
organizations. The stakeholder who can affect the use of the assessment tool is mainly the
manufacturing organization, while those who can be affected by the use of the assessment system
are manufacturing organizations, the world community, and the nature [82]. It can be concluded that
involvement of manufacturing organizations in the development process may enhance the use of the
sustainability assessment, while the involvement of research community may enhance the efficiency
of the assessment system.

Moreover, analysis of multiple viewpoints can help to integrate pluralism into sustainability
assessment. Bond et al. [4], who stated that “pluralism is the only way to deal with competing
frames in sustainability assessment”, suggest that engagement of stakeholders and consideration
of different framings of assessment problems and goals can enable integration of pluralism into
sustainability assessment.

5.3. Conceptagon

Conceptagon is an analytical framework that can be used for (ordered) exploration of the system
of interest or the problem situation (Figure 5). The framework was developed by Boardman et al. [72],
and a few case studies have been conducted [83,84]. This framework facilitates the application of
“systems thinking” to the development of the “sustainability assessment system”. The conceptagon
is used to come to a coherent design of the assessment system which can efficiently support decision
makers. According to the developers of the framework, there are no prescriptive methods to use the
framework, and the user can choose any order. Thus, the order in which triples are presented herein is
subjective. The conceptagon is applied to get a deeper understanding of the sustainability assessment
system and its purpose. It also helps to apply ideas of systems thinking such as emergence,
relationships/interconnectedness, feedbacks, nonlinearity, delays, and “system of systems”.Sustainability 2016, 8, page–page 
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5.3.1. Boundary, Interior, Exterior

The definition of system boundaries and interfaces at the system boundaries are important at the
early stage of the development process. A development project must narrow focus to a manageable
number of problems that can be solved within the timeframe and resources available. On the other
hand, sustainability is a holistic approach and exclusion of significant issues may affect the ability of
an assessment system to address the entire area at hand. To deal with this situation, the boundaries
of the sustainability assessment system should be set up according to time and resources available for
a project without compromising the holistic nature of sustainability. The Seven Samurai framework,
proposed by Martin [85], helps to deal with the complexity of 7 interrelated systems which constitute
the design space (see Figure 6). The Seven Samurai framework is used to visualize interfaces between
the sustainability assessment system being developed and exterior—other systems or elements of
the environment.
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The context system (S1) is a manufacturing company, and the problem (P1) is to provide
information that can truly lead to identification of actions, which contributes to the global sustainable
development. Sustainability assessment is a so-called intervention system (S2), which tends to
address this problem. A realization system (S3) brings the intervention system into being. The
realization system consists of all resources required to develop the sustainability assessment system.
The main goal of the realization system is to get a deep understanding of the context system
(S1)—manufacturing organization—where the problem occurs. Some questions that should be
answered are: What is the root cause of the problem? Why is it a problem to identify actions
toward sustainability? First, there is no agreed definition of sustainability. Thus, it is not easy to take
actions toward something that is not clearly defined or has a different meaning for different actors.
Second, to take actions toward sustainability, information about current performance and expected
performance after actions is important. Obtaining this information is not trivial due to the complexity
of manufacturing organizations.

The intervention system (S2) becomes a deployed system (S4) which may differ from the system
that the realization system tends to develop because the intervention system will be transferred
into a new complex environment. Thus, it is crucial for the realization system to understand a
modified context system (S1’) that will contain a deployment system. Some important issues that
require consideration are: Who will be the part of the sustainability assessment system? Who will
interact with the sustainability assessment system? What kind of additional work does it create
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for the company? What kind of changes may occur in the company due to an application of the
sustainability assessment? What does a company need to change in order to use the sustainability
assessment system? When the sustainability assessment will be used by a company, it may also
cause some new unknown problems for a company. These issues should be taken into consideration
during the development process. When a newly deployed system—the sustainability assessment—is
placed into the company, it will usually collaborate with some existing systems. These collaborating
systems (S5) may consist of information systems (e.g., ERP, SCADA, MES) that contain data required
for sustainability assessment. In addition, the sustainability assessment may provide information and
interact with the decision-making system. Hence, developers should consider possible collaborating
systems and the ways of collaboration: How will the sustainability assessment collaborate with
information systems? In what way will the sustainability assessment system provide information for
the decision-making system? Besides, there are competing systems (S7) which may in turn address
the same problem as a deployed system. These are existing sustainability assessment tools that focus
on the same problem. It is important to be familiar with such systems, to know their strong and weak
sides. This ensures that the research is built upon the existing knowledge and lessons learned from
previous research are taken into account.

A sustainment system (S6) aims at sustaining a deployed system—sustainability assessment,
once it is adopted by manufacturing. For technical systems, sustainment means different enablers
such as energy, training, maintenance, refurbishment, and waste removal. A sustainability
assessment, however, is not a technical system, meaning that e.g., training procedures become
increasingly more important than maintaining physical parts. Thus, the realization system may need
to develop this training procedure and consider other sustainment options.

The Seven Samurai enhances the understanding of the exterior of the sustainability assessment
system and enables the definition of boundaries. It is important to keep in mind that boundaries
define the scope of interest and the area of responsibility. In the case of the sustainability assessment
system, it is important to define parts of organization and sustainability issues that will be addressed.
One of the significant decisions that should be made is whether the assessment system focuses on the
organization only or on the relationships with its stakeholders (e.g., suppliers, customers) as well.

5.3.2. Inputs, Outputs, Transformation

After system boundaries are set up, the inputs and outputs, which are outside of the system
boundaries, should be identified. The primary inputs to the sustainability assessment system are
data from the company. However, the information about actions defined by decision makers should
be included into the assessment system since this allows the follow-up activities. The identification
of inputs that can provide the desired output—information that leads to actions toward global
sustainability—is one of the challenges of the development process. The output of the assessment
system is defined by the purpose of the system. Transformation is a second challenge of the
development process—how to transform data into needed information avoiding both reductionism
and subjectivity.

5.3.3. Wholes, Parts, Relationships

The reductionist approach to sustainability assessment, which is based on the selection
and aggregation of indicators, has been criticized because of insufficient attention to linkages
or relationships among the indicators [61]. According to Kelly [61], who studied the decisive
information for sustainable development, most of the indicator frameworks can capture information
about the current condition and the distance to the goal. However, indicators do not capture the
information needed to make decisions about appropriate actions. Consideration of parts, wholes,
and relationships is a strategy that can overcome this shortcoming. It is thus essential to have
information about linkages or relationships. The assessment system should address elements of the
manufacturing organization, nonlinear relationships between them, delays, and feedbacks; hence,
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the wholes can be addressed. In other words, the assessment system should have parts responsible
for assessing the manufacturing elements and the relationships between them, as well as parts
responsible for different sustainability issues and their relationships. In this case, the information
about the structure and behavior of the system in which decision should be made, can be captured.
Kelly [61] stressed that identification of the linkages, feedbacks, and system structure is critical for
developing effective policies to support sustainable development.

5.3.4. Structure, Function, Process

The definition of the structure, function, and process enables understanding of the system. The
function defines the system behavior; the process defines the sequence of activities needed to fulfill
the function; and the structure defines system components and their relationships [57]. Based on the
purpose of the sustainability assessment system defined in Section 5.1, the function of the assessment
system is to provide information to decision makers, which can truly lead to the identification
of actions that will contribute to global sustainable development. The process of the assessment
describes the sequence of activities that leads to the generation of appropriate information for decision
makers. The structure of the assessment system in turn defines parts of the system such as people,
software and its components.

5.3.5. Command, Control, Communication

Figure 7 illustrates the application of command, control, and communication to the sustainability
assessment system. First, the sustainability assessment system should communicate with decision
makers to provide information that can lead to the identification of actions toward sustainability.
Second, the decision makers command to the organization—give the order to take the action. Then,
the assessment system should control the performance of manufacturing organization after the action
is taken—whether the action led to sustainable development and whether it caused any changes.
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5.3.6. Variety, Parsimony, Harmony

The development of the sustainability assessment system should seek for harmony reflected by
two system’s concepts: parsimony and variety. Parsimony can be described as the search for the
simplest explanation of the phenomena. In other words, it means that a developed system should
be no more complex that it needs to be [86]. Variety, on the other hand, can be explained in the
following way: “for a system to survive in its environment the variety of choices that the system is
able to make must equal or exceed the variety of influences” [86]. Thus, to achieve harmony through
the balance of parsimony and variety during the development, an assessment should have a holistic
view on sustainability and manufacturing organization (variety). At the same time, sustainability
assessment should not include too many sustainability criteria into assessment that requires an
enormous amount of data (inputs) and complicated calculations (transformation)—parsimony. It is
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important to consider the fact that if the current performance or the result of actions is not accurately
represented, it will likely lead to inappropriate decisions [61].

5.3.7. Emergence, Hierarchy, Openness

Openness is the measurement of the solidity of system boundaries and the level of interactions
with the environment [57]. For the sustainability assessment system it can indicate the ability of a
new component (e.g., a part of manufacturing, a sustainability criterion) to become included into the
system. Manufacturing organization is a “system of systems” which consists of systems such product
development, production, sales and marketing, and decision-making. It is important to address the
hierarchical nature of the manufacturing organization as well as relationships between sub-systems
that define the emergent behavior.

5.4. Model-Based Systems Engineering

Model-based systems engineering provides a framework for a system development lifecycle.
It helps to manage a development lifecycle through the formalized application of modeling.
According to theory, model-based systems engineering starts with the problem statement and system
boundaries definition, and subsequently following the sequence of operations presented in Figure 8.
The problem statement and system boundaries have been already discussed in previous sections (see
Sections 5.1 and 5.3.1).
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5.4.1. Requirements Analysis

After analysis of multiple views, as presented in Section 5.2, stakeholders’ requirements are
collected and analyzed. In the context of sustainability assessment, requirement analysis may help
to balance needs of researchers and manufacturers. The requirements of researchers should be
addressed, even though the assessment is being developed for a company, since researchers are those
who focus on the sufficient methodology and those who are involved in the development process.
This may help to remove the gap between the two communities, researchers and manufacturers. As
discussed above, the use of sustainability assessment tools in manufacturing companies is limited
because tools often fail to address effectively manufacturers’ requirements. For the sustainability
assessment system, different types of requirements should be identified such as:

‚ Operational requirements—what is the purpose of the sustainability assessment system? (e.g.,
to provide information about issues which require improvements);

‚ Functional requirements—what should the system do? (e.g., address social aspect, address
manufacturing processes, and address information flow);

‚ Interface requirements—how should the tool interact with external systems? (e.g., receive data
from ERP automatically). This is addressed partly by Seven Samurai tool;
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‚ Adaptability requirements—potential extensions and growth, e.g., ability to include additional
sustainability criteria for assessment. This type of requirements refers to one of the conceptagon
triple—openness, hierarchy, and emergence;

‚ Logistical requirements—sustainment, e.g., training of people.

Requirements of the manufacturing organization may be identified through structured
interviews with case companies or a questionnaire, while requirements from researchers can be
extracted from the literature. Different researchers’ requirements to the sustainability assessment
system have been collected through the literature review and are summarized in Table 2.
The requirements can be divided into two categories, those that deal with what should be addressed
during the assessment and those that deal with how assessment should be done.

Table 2. Researchers’ requirements [19,23,34,46,69,88–91].

What to consider during the assessment:
Address intergenerational equity
Address intragenerational equity
Address geographical equity
Address interspecies equity
Address procedural equity
Assess the system as a whole, including it parts and their interactions
Assess the system considering the different sustainability objectives together (integration)
Assess dynamics and interactions between trends and drivers of change
Adopt appropriate time horizon (short, medium, and long term) and (geographical) scope
Consider the normative nature of sustainability
Assessment of sustainability impacts and alternatives for decision-making, including synergies and
trade-offs
Assessment is based on a conceptual sustainability framework and its indicators
Adapted to and integrated into the institutional context
Relations to global sustainability
Address socio-ecological system integrity
Address livelihood sufficiency and opportunity
Address resource maintenance and efficiency
Address socio-ecological civility and democratic governance
Address precaution and adaptation
Address immediate and long-term integration
Address resources consumption versus value creation
Triple bottom line consideration
Consider each product life cycle stage
How to do assessment:
Establish formal and transparent synergy/trade-off rules
Be responsive to change, including uncertainties and risks (dynamism)
Avoid irreversible risks and favors a precautionary approach
Mix of qualitative and quantitative metrics
Broad participation of stakeholders, including experts, while providing active leadership to the process
Develop and maintain adequate capacity
Continuous learning and improvement
Transparency regarding data (sources, methods), indicators, results, choices, assumptions, uncertainties,
funding bodies and potential conflicts of interest
Ensure effective communications (clear language, fair and objective, visualization tools and graphics, make
data appropriately available)
Iterative assessment process, starting at the onset of the decision-making process
Mix of leading and lagging indicators
Mix of absolute and relative metrics
Tradeoffs between external and internal performance measures
Integration of indicators across different policy arena
Reference values for indicators
Avoid “data drivenness”
Address interlinkages (socio-economic, socio-environmental, environmental-economic)
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5.4.2. Functional Behavior Analysis

The second step in the process focuses on what a new system must do and how well.
The idea is to analyze a function of the main system that transforms inputs into outputs.
Requirements defined in the previous stage determine the functional analysis. A focus on a functional
behavior of the sustainability assessment system can enrich a development process. Advantages
come from switching from the usual focus on physical implementation (which indicators to select,
how many, how to aggregate them, etc.) to the focus on the logic of the assessment. Functional
analysis should be based on the purpose of the assessment system, which is to support decision
makers, facilitating the identification of actions that they should undertake in attempt to contribute
to global sustainable development. In order to satisfy this purpose, the main function of the
assessment system was defined in Section 5.3.4. This main function should then be broken down
into sub-functions. This enables a focus on what kind of data should be collected and transformed
into the information needed.

5.4.3. Architectural Synthesis

Only when a detailed analysis of functions and sub-functions of an assessment system is carried,
a physical structure of the system should be developed. Since the objective of the assessment system
is to assess a manufacturing company—a “system of systems”—the architecture of the assessment
should address the elements of the “system of systems” as systems, subsystems, components,
and interconnections. This brings two main challenges to the development process. The first
challenge is to select sustainability criteria for manufacturing. Due to the high complexity of the
sustainability concept, the application of complexity theory can be studied as a means to understand
sustainability assessment. This may enable the identification of criteria. The second challenge is to
choose the components of manufacturing for assessment due to the complexity and dynamism of
a manufacturing organization. Thus, system dynamics, a tool for studying the dynamic behavior
of complex systems, can be employed. A causal loop diagram is used for graphical representation
of the dynamics of the system through feedbacks, stocks, flows, and time delays. Long and
Scott [92], who studied the application of system dynamics to sustainable development and argued
that sustainability is neither a state of the system nor is it a static goal or target to be achieved,
concluded that system dynamics is the right tool to promote selection of moving targets for the
system. Similarly, Kelly [61] stated that system dynamics can facilitate the identification of essential
information about the structure and behavior of systems required for the development of effective
actions towards sustainable development. Systems modeling tools are propounded as essential for
effective sustainability assessment by Grace and Pope [23], arguing that sustainability assessment
must consider global limits and that systems modeling can assist in doing so. System dynamics
can be used to enhance the understanding of organization’s behavior and the development and
examination of dynamic hypothesis. Thus, system dynamics models of a manufacturing organization
can contribute to understanding of the organization’s behavior, and at the same time can be used for
decision-making as a tool to test the consequences of the actions.

5.4.4. Validation and Verification

Validation and verification should be performed systematically during the development process.
The verification process confirms that all elements of a new system perform according to the intended
functions and meet the allocated requirements [87]. Verification ensures that all requirements are
satisfied, i.e., behavior complies with requirements, and behavior is allocated to physical components
and complies with requirements (Figure 9). In addition, the validation process tends to ensure that
all requirements, logic, and architectural design are correct, complete, and consistent.
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6. Conclusions

Many manufacturing organizations have problems to adapt sustainability assessment tools to
specific business context and needs. One of the reasons is that developers of sustainability assessment
tools focus on the tool by itself and not on its application capabilities. Thus, we emphasize the
importance to consider the sustainability assessment system instead of assessment tool during the
development process. Moreover, developers should realize that it is not enough to develop a good
tool and simply place it in the company. It is important to realize that the applicability of an
assessment tool can be increased by considering the environment in which the tool will be used.

One can argue that as long as a vast amount of sustainability assessment tools exists there is no
need to develop a new one. However, the review of shortcomings presented herein illustrates the
need and potential for improvements. Some researchers have also emphasized the need for a new
approach to sustainability assessments. The limitations of existing sustainability assessments are
associated with the underlying approach used for its development—reductionist. Thus, in this paper
the need in utilizing systems thinking for the development of the sustainability assessment system
is argued as a way to shift from analysis to the analysis-synthesis-inquiry triple. The application of
systems thinking to sustainability assessment has already been propounded by a few researchers;
hence, the objective of this paper was to show how developers of sustainability assessments may
incorporate ideas of systems thinking into sustainability assessment of a manufacturing organization.
After the actual need for a new sustainability assessment has been identified and studied, this paper
discusses the potential for incorporating ideas of systems thinking into sustainability assessment. We
proposed a framework for development of sustainability assessment and highlighted how the use
of each tool i.e., analysis of multiple views, conceptagon, seven samurai, and model-based systems
engineering, enables incorporation of systems thinking ideas into sustainability assessment, i.e.:

‚ Analysis of multiple viewpoints incorporates the idea of systems thinking of existence of
multiple views on any system. In addition, analysis enables incorporation of pluralism into
sustainability assessment.

‚ The conceptagon provides a structured and organized way to ensure that all significant
aspects of the system are addressed e.g., emergence, relationships, boundaries, function,
structure, purpose.

‚ Seven Samurai highlights interfaces between the sustainability assessment system and exterior,
enriching a development process and may enhance the applicability of sustainability assessment.

‚ Model-based systems engineering assists the development process by helping to deal with
complexity. The requirements analysis ensures that plurality of sustainability assessment is
addressed. The functional analysis ensure that the focus is on the purpose of the assessment
instead of on the means of it. The architectural analysis based on the system dynamics modeling
can ensure that the ideas of systems thinking, which address the manufacturing dynamics, will
be incorporated into sustainability assessment of a manufacturing organization.

The available evidence supports the proposition that systems thinking is a useful approach
for development of the sustainability assessment system of manufacturing organizations. It helps
to cope with, instead of omitting, the complexity of manufacturing and sustainability. Although
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Bond et al. [25] insist that no single, definitive and globally agreed sustainability assessment process
can emerge, the proposed framework may assist the development of sustainability assessment by
providing a systematic approach to address important aspects. The use of the framework brings to
light many important aspects that often are neglected by developers:

‚ A clear definition of the problem that a particular sustainability assessment tends to address have
to be given in the beginning of every development process.

‚ More attention should be paid to analysis of multiple viewpoints as a measure to
overcome the gap between researchers and manufacturing and to address pluralism of
sustainability assessment.

‚ A focus on the sustainability assessment system and its connections with exterior systems may
increase applicability of the sustainability assessment in manufacturing.

‚ A clear understanding of the purpose and, thus, the output of sustainability assessment can
enhance development of the architecture of the sustainability assessment and the choice of
criteria for assessment.

‚ Sustainability assessment that captures dynamics of manufacturing can address situations that
manufacturing may experience e.g., shift of a problem, sub-optimization, or solution that become
a problem.
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